ABSTRACT: How might approaching loss philosophically help us grieve? What does it mean to approach something philosophically? Why might such an approach be advantageous to studies of grief? In my paper, I discuss the abovementioned queries (focusing primarily on methods most commonly, though not exclusively, associated with the analytic tradition) and offer an example of how philosophy has helped me navigate the wakes of loss faced with respect to the passing of my father. In the process, I discuss the field of philosophical counseling (in general), a specific brand of practice advanced by Dr. Elliot D. Cohen, and offer a brief account of the basic tenets and steps of its leading modality, Logic-Based Therapy (LBT).
INTRODUCTION

2
H ow might approaching loss philosophically help us grieve? The following paper explores the value of philosophy and its methods to studies of grief. First, I discuss what it means to approach something philosophically, focusing primarily on methods most commonly (though not exclusively) associated with the analytic tradition. I discuss also philosophy's relevance (or "fitness") to matters of life and death and argue that-in terms of its aims, subject matters, and qualitative features-it is well-equipped for studies of grief. Second, I discuss the field of philosophical counseling and a specific brand of practice advanced by Elliot D. Cohen. A brief account of the basic tenets and steps of its leading modality, 'Logic-Based Therapy' (LBT), are provided. Third, I discuss the definition of grief with which I will be working and examine why and how philosophy (and LBT) can be advantageous to studies of grief. To illustrate this point, I offer an examination of two excerpts from a personal narrative written shortly after the passing of my father. Further, to make clear the connection between these excerpts and the benefits of living an examined life, I offer a critical assessment of the unique sort of participation with grief that I feel the philosophical discipline affords one and why this sort of participation has therapeutic value.
A PHILOSOPHICAL APPROACH
What does it mean to approach something philosophically? In its most basic sense, it means that one approach a topic of investigation-for example, the experience of grief-in a way that honors critical thinking (or reasoning). This includes that one enlist, in her approach, various methods commonly associated with philosophy, such as: (a) argument, (b) refutation, (c) systematic doubt, (d) dialectic, (e) justification (of beliefs), (f) logic, and so forth. In a more robust sense, to approach something philosophically also seems to involve several other features such as: open-mindedness, a sense of wonder, optimism, sincerity, humility, and dialectical justness, among others. 3 While critical thinking and these various methods and attributes are, I feel, crucial to understanding the nature of philosophy (and thus what I mean here by "taking a philosophical approach"), it does not follow that all philosophers operate in the same way or exhibit all of the abovementioned attributes. There is broad variability in the field and those who partake in it. Now, while philosophy can be described in various ways, the above methods and attributes perhaps best exemplify it as a thinking activity and way of life. In addition, the elements of philosophical thinking obtain regardless of one's conception of philosophy-i.e., philosophy as theoretical or applied. 4 While there has been much debate about what differentiates theoretical from applied philosophy, the distinction can roughly be characterized as follows. Theoretical philosophy is concerned with answering or clarifying matters of thought, while applied philosophy is concerned with answering or clarifying matters of action. But this distinction is muddled at best due in part to the interdependence of belief and action, and with respect to what one feels the aims (and value) of philosophy consist. First, claims Cohen, to separate applied and theoretical philosophy into two distinct species is to create a false impression as each area of focus bears substantially on one another. 5 Beliefs have an effect upon actions and vice-versa. Second, many philosophers maintain that philosophy's primary aim is conceptual analysis 6 whilst others claim that its practitioners must (in addition to such analysis) translate those concepts into practical terms, so as to "forge a coherent mode of living."
7 Pure philosophy tends to reflect the former view, while applied philosophy the latter. But, as Louis I. Katzner notes, "that 'philosophy' was not always understood in this way can of course be seen from even the most cursory readings of works such as Plato's Republic. And that not all . . . philosophers [accept] this view can be seen by attending [for example] to the writings of pragmatists, Marxists, and existentialists."
8 While I give no greater attention to this matter here, the points raised against the applied-theoretical division and in favor of philosophy's conceptual and practical aims, find particular agreement with my account of philosophy. That is, if (as Plato's Dialogues suggest), philosophy is: to live the examined life, 9 to follow reason where it leads, 10 and to do so "so that [one could] be better for the rest of [her] life,"
11 then at base, philosophy is both theoretical and applied. It is a thinking activity and a way of life. Not one or the other. Thus, I treat the two analogously 12 (as inseparable or "intimately bound up"
13 components of what philosophy entails).
With this conception of philosophy in mind, let us look at a few charges made against philosophy in terms of its "fitness" to deal with matters of everyday living. One such attack stems from the view that the subject matters with which philosophy concerns itself (in addition to its aims) are largely irrelevant. In response, while it is true that some of philosophy's subject matters are somewhat "out there," it is not the case that all (or even most) of its subject matters are removed from matters of everyday life.
14 Philosophy is, at its very core, grounded in the here and now, not some otherworld. Its aims include getting closer to the truth about such matters as justice, rights, knowledge, virtue, and happiness; and, further translating this understanding into action. What is more, "insofar as philosophy in its pursuit of wisdom and knowledge has the goal of making one a better person, so too it has the cooperative goal of enabling others to do the same with themselves."
15 Thus, on an individual and collective scale, philosophy is not unfit to matters of living but, rather, among the most relevant of fields. In this connection, philosophy is also relevant to matters of death and dying. To paraphrase Socrates: philosophy is to live well, so that one can die well. Hence, philosophy is germane to our experiences and understanding of life and death and, not coincidentally, particularly well-suited for studies of grief (a point that I shall expound upon later in this paper).
Another attack against the "fitness" of philosophy stems from the view that philosophy, in its preferential treatment for reason, disregards emotion. As such it is ill-equipped to deal with the numerous emotion-filled experiences of life. A few things can be said here. First, just because a discipline values reason-or even, as in the case of philosophy, places it at its helm-does not mean that it disregards emotion or that it considers emotion to be insignificant. Second, the activity of philosophy is often grossly misinterpreted. On the one hand, many people consider philosophy to be nothing other than the use of logic and/or-in the case of those who refer to philosophy more accurately as critical thinking (or philosophical reasoning)-often do so erroneously because they conflate logic with such reasoning. 16 To be clear, logic is the study of argument . In a similar vein, while there are certainly aspects of philosophy that can feel or look overwhelmingly cold and non-emotional, it does not necessarily follow that they are cold and non-emotional. To be sure, philosophy consists of arguments that proceed in a particularly logical fashion; but this procession is (in its own unique way) highly emotional, driven and fueled by a passionate desire for truth and love of reason. The matter is further complicated by personal style, subject matter and approach. 'Personal style' refers to the unique mode of articulation an individual philosopher adopts. Some philosophers are more emotive in flavor than others. 26 Second, there are subject matters, such as 'love' and 'sorrow' for example, which are more obviously visceral in nature than others. As a result, dialogue about such topics are often discussed and interpreted in ways that embrace and highlight the emotional aspect of argumentation. Grief would certainly apply here. Third, philosophers typically proceed from one of two categories: analytic or continental. 27 Each tradition is said to represent a distinct approach to philosophy, though precisely how and to what extent they differ is up for debate. While time does not permit extensive consideration of this topic, it is worthwhile to mention at least some of the most common variances or "twists" on philosophy that each camp is said to employ. These are: (a) methodology, (b) attitude, and (c) style. 28 However, one should note, that such differences are largely generalized and, further, that the analytic-continental distinction is not without its critics.
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With this in mind, let us first consider methodology. According to C. G. Prado:
The heart of the analytic/continental opposition is most evident in methodology, that is, in a focus on analysis or on synthesis. Analytic philosophers typically try to solve . . . delineated philosophical problems by reducing them to their parts and to the relations in which these parts stand. Continental philosophers typically address large questions in a synthetic or integrative way.
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Otherwise stated-analytic philosophy isolates, continental philosophy integrates. In both cases, it is important to note that preference for one does not necessarily eliminate the other. 31 An appeal to analysis in one's approach (for example) does not imply that she must forgo synthesis altogether, and vice-versa. This methodological variance can be explained, in part, by appealing to the attitude held by each tradition regarding the role of science and history (to philosophical investigation). Generally speaking, analytic philosophers tend to be staunch advocates of science, whereas continental philosophers are less sympathetic. As a result, the continental tradition "does not (typically) see itself as abutting, or seeking to ground support or complement, the world of scientific research," 32 which is in gross contrast to the analytic tradition wherein science fulfills an exquisite exemplary role. This is also true, asserts Neil Levy, with regard to its subject matter and style. In particular, he claims, analytic philosophy is more often realist and reductively materialist than continental philosophy. 33 It likewise tends to reflect a style that is more scientific in approach, one that involves proposing hypotheses and theories, testing them in light of data, and discussion and control by peers. 34 As it concerns history, the continental tradition is largely wedded to the idea that history is the "horizon within which all problems are understood."
35 It tends to approach its problems "textually and contextually," avows Simon Critchley, and "holds that philosophical problems do not fall from the sky ready-made."
36 In contrast, analytic philosophy often operates from the premise that philosophical investigation can be abstracted away from various preconditions. Additionally, history and science are intimately connected to each tradition's view of truth. According to Robrecht Vanderbeeken:
[In] continental philosophy . . . Truth (with a capital 'T') is to be approached in a therapeutic manner. . . . Unlike analytic philosophers, conflicting information is not necessarily a contradiction that we need to overcome or dispend with. . . . [Instead, an] inconsistency can . . . be transformed into a paradox that opens up new creative perspectives and that somehow enables us to speak the impossible. 37 Further, there is a tendency in Continental Philosophy "to continuously readdress the classical philosophical questions, not with the intention to find a final answer, but to generate new insights and to learn about the cultural, social, and historical relativity of our knowledge. In contrast, the analytic tradition (oft regarded as "a problem-solving activity" 38 ) is interested in "finding a final answer" and, further, less patient of relativistic conceptions of truth, by and large preferring objective truths instead.
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In regard to style, "any reader of canonical texts in the traditions will immediately notice a difference of philosophical style and idiom. . . . [According to Ralph Humphries] . . . Apart from the inevitable technical refinements and complications of terminology, the style of analytic philosophy seeks to realize a simplicity, clarity and concision of expression." 40 And, while the use of metaphor and analogy is not eschewed, there is little aesthetic embellishment in the writings of analytic thinkers. In contrast, Continental philosophy is typically less terse and more liberal in its approach. It "does not, as a matter of policy, eschew the art of rhetoric. Its language can leave the realm of sober prose and produce (what might be thought of as) a poetical density, more suggestive or evocative than straightforwardly declarative."
41 As such, continental writings are generally said to reflect a greater amount of "literary flair."
While the above distinctions can help one gain a general perspective on the analytic-continental distinction, one should be mindful of the fact that they are still generalizations. Many continental philosophers, for example, write in ways more consistent with the analytic tradition, and vice-versa; some continental thinkers embrace analysis over synthesis; and, attitudes toward science and history (and truth) can be embraced to lesser or greater degrees by members of either camp. In the end, it is fair to say that most philosophers don't fit squarely into either category. "[E]very philosopher, if they are at all comprehensive," claims Kile Jones, "can be found to make [the analytic-continental] line more blurry." 42 Ultimately, despite whatever distinctions or variances obtain, it is my claim that insofar as an individual: (1) honors critical thinking, (2) enlists in her approach various methods commonly associated with philosophy, and (3) engages in philosophical investigation in ways consistent with the such attributes as open-mindedness, dialectical justness, sincerity, etc.-she is "approaching something philosophically" and participating in ways consistent with philosophy (as a thinking activity and way of life). What is more, philosophy is relevant to matters of life and death in terms of its aims, subject matters and qualitative features; is not opposed to emotion; and, is well-equipped for studies of grief. With this in mind, let us now turn our attention to the topic of philosophical counseling.
PHILOSOPHICAL COUNSELING
The movement of philosophical counseling (Phi-C) emerged in roughly the 1980s relative to the efforts of Gerd Achenbach and others. Its origins, however, date back to ancient philosophy. Thinkers such as Socrates, Plato, and Epicurus (for example) championed the belief that philosophy could be used to help people think through their problems and live happier lives. Loosely speaking, Phi-C is a "movement with several organizations and many individuals who share a love of philosophy and a common goal of using . . . philosophical wisdom [and techniques] as a means to improve the day-to-day lives of individuals." 43 While the field has seen steady growth over the past three decades, its practitioners vary widely in both their views and techniques. Samuel Knapp and Alan C. Tjeltveit capture this first point of variance by way of their appeal to 'narrow-scope' and 'broad-scope' views when they state: [T] 46 But what precisely is Phi-C and how does it relate to psychological counseling (or, more specifically, psychotherapy)?
Roughly construed, Phi-C is a therapeutic "approach that aims toward philosophical critique, self-investigation, and insight" 47 and "addresses life problems that arise from philosophical problems in the implicit worldview of the client." While a general consensus exists among its practitioners that Phi-C "aims toward philosophical examination and understanding through the guidance of a professionally trained philosopher," 50 there is less agreement on what specific philosophical methods apply and how Phi-C relates to psychotherapy. For the purposes of our discussion, I concur with Jon Mill's assessment of an appropriate method being one that is eclectic and open to the objective criteria of assessment and standardization. 51 In particular, it should be "(i) rationally and theoretically justified, (ii) internally coherent, (iii) sensitive to the efficacy of treatment outcome, (iv) subject to duplication, procedural experimentation, and empirical research, (v) open to verification, falsification, and modification, (vi) flexible with respect to content, context, and form, and (vii) generalizable as a training device."
52 Of course, it is also important to note (as Mills indicates) that:
[C]ertain aspects of the art of philosophical [or psychological] discourse in applied settings is dependent on many personal features of the counselor that cannot be mechanically repeated, formally taught, copied or acquired without repeated experience and supervised trainings. 53 In regard to Phi-C's relationship to pyschotherapy, there are some practitioners who choose to separate Phi-C from psychotherapy altogether, in effect drawing a distinct line between "the philosophical" and "the psychological." However, such a feat seems dubious, rash and unwarranted.
54 As Mills elaborates:
[I]t is an . . . empirical fact that philosophical activity is psychologically embodied . . .
[That is,] psychological processes infiltrate all cognitive activities and human relations, including philosophical rumination and the dynamics of the counselor-client dyad. In order to think and reason philosophically, basic psychological operations (such as attention, concentration, perception . . .
[and] memory) help govern the nature of consciousness and further serve as the ground or psychic foundation which underlies higher modes of abstraction, comprehension, and reflective judgment.
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A more promising view of philosophical counseling is that it is a form of psychotherapy. Eugene Fischer asserts that philosophical efforts can count "literally" as a form of therapy when "its paramount aim [s] [are] to solve emotional or behavioral problems, to put a (preferably lasting) end to unwarranted and disabling emotions or unreasonable behavior that fails to be autonomous." 56 And Mills claims that "[w]hile a legitimate case may be made that not all forms of philosophical practice are psychotherapy," 57 if its general aim is ameliorative, corrective and/ or transformative and if it "claims to possess efficacy or provide any real benefit to clients, then it is therapeutic by definition." 58 With this in mind, and if philosophical counseling is in fact a form of psychotherapy, what then distinguishes it from other forms of psychotherapy? In its most basic sense, the answer lies in its philosophical focus. That is, the former is philosophically informed, while the latter is psychologically informed. However, as Mills points out, a philosophical focus does not mean (or require) the negation of psychological reflection. 59 In fact, both types of investigation can (and ought) to inform one another. In a more sophisticated sense, the answer can be found by appealing to a conceptual distinction. Mills provides valuable insight once again when he states:
While philosophical activity is psychologically embodied, it is distinct in terms of [the] form in which it appears. This conceptual distinction defines one's theoretical orientation which in turn guides applied methodology, and thus has practical implications with respect to how philosophical counseling is . . . carried out. 60 
In other words, philosophical counseling is a form of psychotherapy that is differentiated from other forms of psychotherapy by its philosophical emphasis and the unique theoretical and methodological considerations born from such an emphasis.
61 Succinct and sufficiently panoptic, Mills's account seems to me to be a particularly viable one, especially insofar as it embraces the connection between philosophy and psychology and, further, does so without reducing or "collapsing philosophical inquiry to psychological processes [or] eliminating the . . . examination of psychological forces"
62 relevant in/to one's system of belief. With this platform in mind let us now consider a specific breed of philosophical counseling.
PHILOSOPHICAL COUNSELING: LOGIC-BASED THERAPY 63
As noted earlier, while there is a general consensus in the field regarding the basic aims of Phi-C, its practitioners vary widely in their specific views and techniques. This splintering can be thought of in terms of unique breeds of practice. Our discussion will focus on Dr. Cohen's 64 brand of Phi-C-a sort that is at once: a hybrid discipline that combines psychology and philosophy; a form of counseling that uses philosophical methods and theories; and, a type of "applied philosophy" 65 that, in its specific application, becomes psychological. 66 The leading (though not only) 67 modality of Dr. Cohen's unique form of practice is logic-based therapy (LBT). 68 LBT is a variant of Rational-Emotive Behavior Therapy (REBT). 69 LBT shares with REBT numerous qualities, including:
(1) The hypothesis that many (though not all) behavioral and emotional problems are rooted in irrational thinking (2) A belief in the positive correlation of rational thought and health and happiness (3) A strong alliance with empirical science (4) The provision of instructive measures relative to the identification and refutation of fallacies (5) A belief in willpower and the importance of partaking in willpower strengthening exercises (6) The provision and encouragement of "homework assignments" (e.g., bibliotherapy, humor), emotive techniques (e.g., role playing, rationalemotive imagery), and behavioral techniques (e.g., relaxation protocols, self-monitoring) (7) The same three-pronged concept of 'emotion,' which holds emotions to consist of cognitive, physiological, and behavioral components 70 LBT differs from REBT, however, in its explanation of emotions and behaviors, the increased magnitude of fallacies with which it works, and with respect to its provision of 'transcendent virtues' (a set of positive values in which to aspire in overcoming fallacies). Finally, LBT remains amenable to the fact that medication may be a necessary component of therapy, but maintains that no medicine can do one's rational thinking for him/her. That is, medication may help remove obstacles to one's logical thinking, but is not a substitute for it. 71 With these basic characteristics in mind, let us consider in more detail LBT's model of counseling.
First, recall the three-pronged definition of emotion to which LBT appeals (and shares with REBT), i.e., that emotions are a synthesis of cognitive, physiological, and behavioral elements. Where the two deviate is in their respective explanations of emotion (and behavior). While REBT offers a causal-based explanation, LBT offers a justification-based explanation. To clarify, according to REBT there are three 'psychological points' of an emotion (and/or behavior): (a) activating event, (b) belief system, and (c) emotional and behavioral consequence. For example:
A -I go into deep financial debt as a result of irresponsible spending habits B -I feel like a failure/worthless C -I am/get depressed Here, it is not point A or point B alone that causes C, but the combination thereof, i.e., A + B = C. LBT recasts REBT's 'psychological points' into logical terms-not as steps in a chain of causality but rather as elements of a process of reasoning. It uses the practical syllogism to convert REBT's 'ABC Theory' to a mode of inference from premises to conclusions. In so doing, LBT: (a) links "the logic of belief statements with emotional states in terms of inferential structures" 72 and, (b) "links the prescriptive force of logic to the management of emotional states, and hence to psychology, by recognizing the intimate connection between how a client feels and how they think."
73 Implicit here are two important claims: (a) emotions and behaviors are decisions (conclusions), and (b) in light of 'a,' we are largely responsible for our emotions and behaviors. 74 In order to eradicate any misconceptions it is important to mention three things. First, a person may not say, "I want to be depressed" but he or she may deduce self-damning conclusions from premises and accept the behavioral implications of depression. 75 Second, only deliberate (intentional) behaviors are logical corollaries of the premises of practical reasoning (i.e., deduced conclusions). Non-deliberative behaviors-for example, overt behavior (e.g., crying or trembling) and internal physiological changes that might accompany emotion (e.g., respiratory changes, cardiac function)-are more properly thought of by LBT as causal consequences. Third, insofar as emotions and deliberate behaviors are deduced from premises (as opposed to being mere effects-like a flame is an effect of a struck match), and assuming we are the one's doing the reasoning, then we are largely responsible for our own emotions and behaviors. 76 In this connection, we are also largely responsible for and capable of (in theory) addressing and overcoming unhealthy emotions and behaviors so as to live happier, healthier lives. Bruce W. Fraser adds valuable insight to this claim when he states:
If human intelligence is the product of extended evolutionary processes, and logic is central to human intelligence, then the ubiquity of logic as well as its prescriptive force should be tied to the evolutionary response of the brain to its environment. Some reasoning patterns are better than others at promoting survival, and presumably those are the patterns that lead to true conclusions and predictions. On such a view, the prescriptive force of logic emerges with its survival value, and the centrality of logic to our conceptual scheme, as well as its applicability to the natural world, follows as a matter of course. . . . [T] here is a strong theoretical case for embracing a logic-based approach to therapy. . . . For if logic derives its prescriptive force from its value in promoting the successful navigation of a complex world (this idea being captured abstractly in the concept of truth), then the rationale for utilizing logic in the clinical setting becomes clear: Logic is the system by which maladaptive thinking and behavior is corrected in the interest of psychological health and happiness. 77 In order to see how LBT may be utilized for such ends, let us explore the steps of its application.
THE FIVE BASIC STEPS OF LBT
There are five basic steps involved in LBT:
(1) Identify the client's emotions I shall discuss steps one and two together, and then address the remaining steps separately. First, let's return to LBT's three-pronged definition of emotion. According to LBT, we can identify an emotion by considering its cognitive component, which can in turn be divided into two dimensions: (1) the rating (R), and (2) the intentional object of the emotion (O). In this connection, emotions themselves (as compared to just the cognitive component) can be identified in terms of their particular ratings and intentional objects (E = R + O). One should note here that while emotions can be separated for analytic purposes, LBT does not maintain that the emotion itself is merely the sum of these elements. In this way, LBT opposes a reductionist characterization of emotions. 78 That said, let us consider the specifics of each facet, beginning with dimension one-the rating. The rating is the prescriptive, evaluative part of emotional cognition. 79 It is prescriptive because it implies an 'ought' or 'ought not' and is conditional. The rating is directed by a rule of some sort (i.e., a standard by which one rates oneself, others or events) that may or may not be explicitly articulated. 80 A rule always rates an emotional object. This brings us to dimension two-the intentional object. Intentional objects 81 may be either existent or non-existent and can always be expressed in propositional form or statements. Also involved in emotional cognition is the filing of a report. The report affirms and describes perceived facts or states of affairs relative to the intentional object. In essence, a report "files" one's particular situation in a cognitive drawer that can be easily accessed by the conclusion. Like a rating, a report can also receive direction from a rule. 82 Finally, the conclusion is the deduced emotion/behavior. The conclusion contains a rating element as well, but one that is an actual rating as opposed to conditional. All of these components of emotional reasoning can be recast in standard form (if O then R; O, therefore R).
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With the above in mind, it is important to note that most people do not map out their emotional reasoning in this way. 84 Often one has to work backwards in order to identify their premises (and respective components). Once this has been done, however, the remaining steps of LBT can be applied-(a) the refutation of irrational premises, (b) the prescription of antidotes, and (c) exercises aimed at strengthening willpower. Questioning one's premises is the starting point of refutation; it allows you to uncover any flaws that might exist. Strictly speaking, a fallacious argument is an unsound (defective) argument and a fallacy is the defect in the argument itself.
85 Once a fallacy is exposed (identified) 86 or showing that an unwarranted inference has been made in one's reasoning (for example, a 'fascistic inference'). A fascistic inference (a term coined by Dr. Cohen) is an inference that occurs by way of making erroneous (irrational) inferential leaps from "I prefers/I desires" to 'musts,' 'oughts' and 'shoulds.' Such inferences essentially command, demand or dictate the ontic terms of the universe based on premises about one's own subjective desires or preferences.
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Once a refutation is arrived upon a suitable antidote can be found and willpower exercises assigned. Philosophical antidotes are philosophically driven correctives that help individuals overcome fallacious reasoning; and, an antidote to a premise is another more reasonable premise that corrects it. 88 A philosophical antidote:
(1) Corrects a flaw in one's faulty thinking (including the deflation of absolutistic rules that disrupt reasoning) (2) Always involves a reframing of one's situation (3) Does not distort the realities of one's circumstances (4) Is not effective against one's irrational thinking unless it prescribes something (this oft requires that a new standard by which to hold/rate oneself is provided) (5) Will largely define the expression of emotional/behavioral virtues one adopts (A successful antidote will typically be one that resonates with a person/has import) (6) May not always be consistent with another equally rational antidote to the same problem (In other words, being rational does not mean that 'one-sizefits-all,' although it does entail that reason obtains in all cases) (7) Is not beyond the possibility of refutation (or examination), and (8) Is found and strengthened by way of appealing to the wisdom and philosophical insights of thinkers across the ages One additional point to be made is that a philosophical antidote is not a cure. That is, while an antidote can help one recover from faulty thinking it does not guarantee that one will never slip again. As such "daily doses" of antidotal reasoning are needed. Antidotal reasoning is the prescriptive form of an antidote; it is the reasoning one goes through when formulating and prescribing a corrective. The formulation process can be thought of as 'preliminary antidotal reasoning.' It involves searching the philosophical archives for perspective and enriching the antidote chosen. The prescription process can be thought of as 'participatory antidotal reasoning.'
89 It involves constructing and testing out the antidote in logical form (in a new 'if-then' format). In addition, antidotal reasoning can be positive or negative in value (e.g., should, should not) and can work together to effect change. Positively-charged antidotes can be useful because they give one positive instruction about what to do, rather than what not to do; negativelycharged antidotes can be useful in clearing the way for a 'should' antidote. 90 While LBT is open to prescribing both types of antidotes, it aims for positively-charged ones and aspires to help clients attain happiness as defined by various transcendent virtues.
91 Transcendent virtues are a set of positive values in which to aspire in overcoming fallacies. 92 They are 'virtues' because they involve dispositions of character acquired through practice, and 'transcendent' because they constitute higher human capabilities. In this way, LBT promotes a sort of positive psychology; it instructs one how to avoid fallacies but also provides rational correctives aimed at achieving a particular state of well-being (i.e., happiness).
93 Transcendent virtues such as:
[Metaphysical] security, courage, respect, authenticity, temperance, moral creativity, empowerment, empathy, good judgment, foresightedness, and the ability to think scientifically are goals that all or at least most human beings could reasonably accept as goals worth striving for regardless of whatever individual constructions of happiness they may have. Thus, whether a client is religious or secular, these are rational values that could still be embraced. It is in this manner that these virtues appear to be consistent with . . . philosophical conceptions of happiness-from Bentham, Mill and Kant to Plato and Aristotle.
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Further, according to LBT, philosophy, virtue, happiness, and health are correlated. Specifically, living the examined life leads to happiness. Kenneth Sayre provides valuable insight here when he states: "When the discourse planted and nurtured by dialectic finally matures into philosophical understanding it achieves . . . a kind of 'immortality' . . . and grants its possessor 'well-being' . . . in the highest degree of which humankind is capable." 95 Further, insofar as proper reasoning is related to reduced negative (self-defeating, harmful) emotions/behaviors and increased positive (constructive, helpful) emotions/behaviors, then philosophy is related to a way of being that has "far-reaching benefits, including a stronger immune system . . . and a cardiovascular system that is less reactive to stress. . . . They lift your mood; increase optimism, resilience, and resourcefulness; and help counteract the effects of painful experiences, including trauma." 96 That said, however, we must keep in mind that overcoming faulty reasoning and aspiring to live a happier way of life requires more than just an intellectual grasp of how to reason properly. It requires effort and practice.
97 This brings us to the final step of LBT-willpower.
By willpower LBT means: (a) the power or ability to refrain from doing something (either before you do it or while in the midst of doing it), and (b) the power to continue doing something even though you are strongly inclined not to. Willpower has the ability to fight off irrational thinking in two ways: (1) if your chosen antidote is negatively-charged, then you can "flex your willpower muscle" to hold yourself back from doing what you should not do, and (2) if your chosen antidote is positively-charged, then you can "flex your willpower muscle" to push yourself to do what you should do. Implicit here is the claim that human beings have an inherent power of will that can be used to overcome fallacies in one's emotional/behavioral reasoning and aspire to and cultivate the transcendent virtues. 98 Thus, willpower is an important part of the human emotional fabric, is vital to emotional control (or realignment), and provides depth to the claim that human beings are by nature "free" (i.e., have choice, agency). While LBT does not attempt to resolve the 'free-will/determinism debate' it holds that human beings have the ability to overcome self-destructive emotional and behavioral reasoning by exercising their willpower. That is, on a practical and confirmable level human beings can (and do) exercise rational control regardless of any deeper scientific or philosophical explanation.
In this connection, LBT speaks of overcoming cognitive dissonance (overcoming the tendency to act irrationally despite one's awareness that it is irrational). A person can be said to be in a state of cognitive dissonance when: (a) he or she simultaneously believes the conflicting conclusions from two or more practical syllogisms, and (b) when he or she is stuck in a suspended state wherein a tension is experienced between what is emotionally accepted versus what is intellectually accepted. In the case of the former, a person essentially files her report of perceived affairs under two conflicting rules-one rational and the other irrational. As it regards the latter, in such a state two opposing sets of premises are present-one backed by bodily feelings and images and the other not. Hence, from a physiological and behavioral standpoint, one is disposed (or tends) to act and feel in ways supported by the faulty premises despite the intellectual recognition that one ought not continue on such a path. While cognitive dissonance can be uncomfortable, it is an important step in making constructive change because it marks the beginning of correcting and overcoming one's irrational thinking with rational thinking. One should note, however, that correcting or overcoming irrational thinking does not always require that one pass through a state of cognitive dissonance. That is, there are situations where irrational thinking is present but cognitive dissonance as a suspended state is not.
99 For example, it is possible to realize that one is being irrational and quickly correct it. However, ordinarily when one is thinking according to the cardinal fallacies of LBT they involve dispositions to think, feel, and act a certain way that lead to cognitive dissonance when they are challenged. 100 Consider again the earlier claim that antidotes are not cures. Namely, while an antidote can help one recover from faulty thinking (and states of cognitive dissonance) it does not guarantee that one will not fall prey to such irrational reasoning again. As such, "daily doses of antidotal reasoning" are required. Willpower exercises can lend a hand to this process. Keeping the basic steps and aims of LBT in mind, let us now turn our attention to the therapeutic benefits of such an approach to grief.
PHILOSOPHY AND GRIEF
Philosophy brings to studies of grief an inexhaustible amount of value. Recall our opening discussion about what precisely philosophy is. Philosophy is a thinking activity and way of life. Further, its aims, subject matters, and qualitative features make it particularly relevant (or fit to serve) matters of investigation relative to life and death. In this connection, insofar as grief is a part of life (in the same way that loss is a part of life), then philosophy is well-suited for the journey. Of course, while "approaching grief philosophically" is not the only way in which to inquire about and study grief, it is (I feel) particularly advantageous insofar as it grants its "investigators" a unique sort of relationship with grief-one that allows its participants to both "observe" and "experience" its subject matter more completely. 101 What the philosophical discipline affords one is the ability to "see and feel" grief (that is, to grapple with the concept and the experience of grief) in ways that appeal to and increase one's objective and subjective understanding of it. 102 Metaphorically, philosophy arms its cognizers with a set of oars and a looking glass; it provides a means by which to approach, recognize and navigate the vicissitudes inherent in life, and does so in a way that honors the critical art, value and function of both "diving in" and "floating above." Such an approach has therapeutic value and obtains whether one desires to gain a better understanding of grief in general (e.g., grief studies, theories of grief), of one's own experience of grief (and ways in which to navigate its waters), or as applied in practical (or clinical) form-such as philosophical counseling-to assist others in their understanding of and dealings with grief. To begin, let us first consider the definition of 'grief' with which I will be working. 105 For the purposes of our discussion, I shall appeal to the general notion 106 of 'grief' (or 'grieving') offered by Thomas Attig, according to which grief is characterized as an active and choice-filled response. Specifically:
When we are bereaved, we normally grieve. . . . On the one hand, grieving is our emotional reaction when we experience the death of another as a loss. . . . Grief in this sense is . . . a reactive agony, that happens to us after bereavement happens to us. . . . On the other hand, grieving by another definition is our active response to loss. When we grieve in this second sense of the term, we don't simply react passively or automatically to death and bereavement. We engage with the loss, come to terms with our reactions to it, reshape our daily life patterns, and redirect our life stories Grieving is also a relearning of sorts that involves "problem-solving, addressing definable tasks, [and] life-long projects of adjustment in the most fundamental dimensions of our being."
108 Further, it should be thought of in ways that respect the individuality of the bereaved and appreciate (but do not) reinforce feelings of helplessness. 109 Grieving as 'grief work'-"as a process of responding to identifiable challenges"
110
-asserts Attig, accomplishes this; it suggests that grieving is a matter of coming to terms with what happens to us, takes time and effort, and involves choice. 111 With this conception of 'grief' in mind, let us now explore in detail how philosophy (and LBT) has helped me "actively respond" to the challenges of loss. I shall begin by providing two excerpts from a personal narrative written shortly after the time of my father's death.
112 Then, I will apply the five steps of LBT to these excerpts. The aim of this exercise will be to illustrate how my (ongoing) dealings with grief have fallen prey to some common fallacies of reasoning and what precisely I have done (and continue to do) to correct these errors and, thus, strive for a healthier, happier life.
Excerpt One:
"I'm not perfect, kid," he would say. "Yeah, yeah, I know," I would reply, all the while thinking that "perfect" is exactly what he was. . . . The truth is, my dad was perfect for me even if he wasn't "perfect" in an absolute sense. He was exactly the father that I needed and, without hesitation, exactly the kind of friend I needed, too. And he came into my life at precisely the right time; though, I must admit that I struggle still with being able to say definitively that he left with the same sort of exactitude in which he arrived. Of course, death is just a part of life; I know this. . . . For my questioning his time of departure is not a reflection of his judgment or even of the fairness of life; it is, rather, really only a testament to my missing him so terribly and wishing, furthermore, that he was still here.
Excerpt Two:
Truth be told, life is a bitch, or rather she can be. At the least, she seems a fickle one-sometimes fair, sometimes harsh . . . usually an amalgamation of both 113 . . . Brian Andreas writes in his book, Some Kind of Ride: "They left me with your shadow saying things like 'Life is not fair' and I believed them for a long time. But today, I remembered the way you laughed and the heat of your hand in mine and I knew that life is more fair than we can ever imagine if we are there to live it."
114 While I certainly do agree with Andreas' message, I must confess that the way in which my father was inevitably forced to spend his twilight years was anything but fair. Despite his last minute dealings, he was a great man who did great things. And he was a great man until the day he died, despite perhaps what he might have thought about this, given the debilitating effects of Parkinson's on his body and mind. The truth is, my dad was perfect for me even if he wasn't "perfect" in an absolute sense") but show discomfort with the timing of his departure. I seem also to struggle with the fairness of it all and want for him to still be alive. 115 In excerpt two, I waffle back and forth between "being o.k." with things being out of balance and "not being o.k." with such "injustices." I also seem to struggle with what my poppa might have been feeling about himself prior to his death. In the cases of both excerpts, two basic undercurrents (distillation of factors) obtain-perfection and fairness. For the purposes of streamlining our discussion, I shall deal with these two aspects simultaneously. Now, for step two. Recall that, an emotion can be identified in terms of its rating and intentional object. In so doing, we are able to construct the standard form of our emotional reasoning and analyze it accordingly. Recall also that most people do not map out their emotional reasoning in standard form. I am no exception; so I have to work backwards to fill in the premises of my reasoning (my deduced conclusion of 'grief'). I ask: "What about the timing of my father's death am I struggling with? Would a later departure have been different?" I respond: "In just a few more months we would have been in Montana . . . where he wanted to be. Instead, we were in California." And, as it regards my poppa's "general hand dealt" I ask: "What is it about his situation that is troubling me?" I respond: "Well, that Parkinson's was even a factor at all . . . and that he had to even deal with its challenges in general is troubling . . . but . . . my father was so bright and so active and so proud. He was more amazing than anyone I know . . . and Parkinson's made him feel otherwise so often." Let's recast this in standard form:
-If we were in Montana like my poppa wanted to be when he passed, then I wouldn't struggle (as much) with the timing of his departure; and, if Parkinson's had not been a factor at all (perhaps) my father would not have felt like he was less than he really was or (obviously) have had to deal with the challenges he was forced to deal with relative to general course of the disease, then I wouldn't struggle (as much) with the timing of my father's departure and the general hand he was dealt.
-We weren't in Montana (where he wanted to be when he passed), my father had Parkinson's and had to deal with the general challenges it posed, including the fact that it made him feel like he was less than he really was.
-∴ I struggle with the timing of my father's departure and the general hand he was dealt. -If life is not fair or just, then things are terrible, my heart hurts, I struggle.
-Life is not fair or just.
-∴ Things are terrible, my heart hurts, I struggle.
And,
-If life were the way it should be (fair, just in some way), then my poppa should have had what he wanted and lived Parkinson's-free.
-My poppa didn't get what he wanted and had to deal with Parkinson's.
-∴ Life is not fair or just.
-If we were in Montana like my poppa wanted to be when he passed; etc., then I wouldn't struggle (as much) with the timing of my father's departure and the general hand he was dealt (because life would be fair and just in some way and it must be this way!).
-We weren't in Montana (where he wanted to be when he passed), etc.
-∴ I struggle with the timing of my father's departure and the general hand he was dealt (because life is not fair or just in some way and it must be this way!).
[Grief]
Ultimately, although grossly simplified here, what seems to be driving much of the pain I am experiencing is a suppressed rule that I am adhering to which demands life to conform to what "should be" and, further, maintains that if it doesn't conform to some ideal state then things are terrible, painful, heartbreaking.
While wanting life to be ideal, perfect, fair and just is understandable, the demand that it be so is irrational. We could go on to try and expose further suppressed premises (perhaps in the minor premise), but in logic if any premise is shown to be irrational or fallacious, the argument itself will be unsound and the belief/ deduced emotion will be irrational. As a result, my grief (my deduced emotion) is irrational. 116 With this in mind, let us quickly move on step three, four and five. Upon laying out the premises and conclusion(s) of my reasoning, I am able to show that my reasoning fails (and thus refute my argument) at the level of its major premise by revealing and contesting a suppressed irrational rule (specifically, LBT's 'fallacy of demanding perfection'). This rule is irrational because the inferential leap from "I prefer/I want" to "it must be this way" is unwarranted. Thus, the grief that I am experiencing is itself irrational. I can now find a suitable antidote-one aimed at replacing the suppressed irrational rule with a new, more rational rule/premise-as well as pinpoint a transcendent virtue that can serve as a goal by which to aspire in overcoming my fallacious reasoning. In our current example, the virtue in LBT that corresponds with the 'fallacy of demanding perfection' is the 'transcendent virtue of metaphysical security.' This virtue involves the ability to accept imperfections in the world, optimism about realistic possibilities, and a focus on controlling only what's in one's power to control. In prescribing such an antidote, I might say to myself: "I should try to change my absolutistic demands to preferences" or "I should give up the absurd concept of a perfect universe and instead focus on the many amazing things my father achieved and joys he felt." Then, in order to strengthen these prescriptives, I might refer to or ponder similarly aimed philosophical insights from various thinkers. Lastly, in attempt to help the correctives "stick," I might assign myself various willpower exercises. Some particularly relevant examples might include focused bibliotherapy assignments accompanied by behavioral techniques (when grief seems to "rush in") such as meditation, controlled breathing, and/or imagery. Finally, with all of the above in mind (and especially so given the deep bond that my father and I shared), I should remind myself that navigating the wakes of loss will likely not be a journey with an end nor an ocean without swells. Rather, it will be a sinking and emerging, a gasping for air and a riding the curl. It will, like all things worth a damn it seems, be a dance of sadness and joy. 117 For the paradox of loss is that without love the wakes (of loss) are never as treacherous nor the undercurrents as strong; yet only with love is the swim worth taking in the end.
CONCLUSION
In section one I discussed what it means to "approach something philosophically." I suggested that it entails that one honor critical thinking (reasoning), enlist in her approach various methods commonly associated with philosophy, and engage in philosophical investigation in ways consistent with the Socratic "method." Insofar as an individual embraces these components, she is participating in a way consistent with philosophy (as a thinking activity and way of life). Further, philosophy is concerned with thought and action. Not one or the other. As such, it is theoretical and applied in its essence. Further, philosophy is not (as some might claim) ill-equipped to deal with matters of everyday living. First, the aims and subject matters with which philosophy concerns itself are germane to our experiences of life and death, not "out there" or grounded in some otherworld. To paraphrase Socrates, philosophy is to live well, so that one can die well. In this way, philosophy is particularly well-equipped for studies of grief. Second, just because philosophy places reason at its helm does not mean that it disregards emotion or even that it considers emotion (and its various expressions) to be insignificant. While there are arguments in philosophy that appear to consist of nothing other than "cold logic," if one is to look more closely she will find them to be immensely impassioned. What is more, while philosophy utilizes logic it is not analogous or equivalent to logic (as some would have it). The study of logic supports the application of reason and helps us to distinguish good from bad arguments. Philosophical reasoning is a special kind of thinking, or more specifically, a process that moves one from premises to conclusion. Contrary to popular belief, it is not opposed to imagination, creativity and intuition; all play important roles in critical thought. Such reasoning is also complex and highly emotional. The matter of philosophy being characterized as "opposed to emotions" is further complicated by personal style, subject matter and distinct approach. First, academic and non-academic factors contribute to an individual philosopher's mode of articulation; some adopt more emotive styles than others. Second, subject matters in philosophy vary; some are more obviously visceral in nature than others. Third, variances associated with the analytic and continental traditions can result in "twists" on the methods of philosophy one employs; this can, in turn, affect the "emotional" quality of a discussion. Generally continental philosophers embrace synthesis over analysis; value poetic and evocative modes of expression; and, hold history and relative truths in high regard. In contrast, analytic philosophers embrace analyses over synthesis; value simple, clear, and precise modes of expression; and, hold science and objective truths in high regard. However, such distinctions are overgeneralizations and oversimplifications. As such, they are of questionable value and tentative at best.
In section two I discussed the field of philosophical counseling (in general), Dr. Elliot D. Cohen's brand of practice, and the basic tenets and steps of its leading modality, 'Logic-Based Therapy.' First, I offered a brief account of the movement (of philosophical counseling) and its historical genesis as well as a broad overview of the variances of views and techniques present in the field. While a general consensus exists among its practitioners that philosophical counseling "aims toward philosophical examination and understanding through the guidance of a professional trained philosopher," there is less agreement on what specific methods apply and as it concerns its relationship to psychotherapy (or psychology). With respect to ideal method(s) I concurred with Jon Mills's assessment that an appropriate method is, generally speaking, one that is open to the "objective criteria of assessment and standardization" and, more specifically, one that is rationally and theoretically justified; internally coherent; sensitive to the efficacy of treatment outcome; subject to duplication, procedural experimentation, and empirical research; open to verification, falsification, and modification; flexible with respect to content, context, and form, and; generalizable as a training device.
As it concerns its relationship with psychology, I maintained that conceiving of and approaching philosophical counseling in such a way that divorces philosophy from psychology is rash and unwarranted and argued instead that it should be seen as a unique form of psychotherapy. Further, while I conceded to the possibility that not all forms of philosophical counseling are psychotherapy, I agreed once again with Mills that if its aim is "ameliorative, corrective and/or transformative" and "if it claims to possess efficacy or provide benefit to its clients, then it is therapeutic by definition." I also argued in favor his account of philosophical counseling being a form of psychotherapy that is differentiated from other forms of psychotherapy by its philosophical emphasis and the unique theoretical and methodological considerations born from such emphasis. Second, I discussed Dr. Elliot D. Cohen's brand of philosophical practice-a breed of counseling which is best described as a hybrid discipline that combines psychology and philosophy; a form of counseling that uses philosophical methods and theories; and a type of applied philosophy that, in its specific application, becomes psychological (i.e., philo-psychotherapy). The basic tenets of its leading modality, LBT, were then reviewed. LBT is a dynamic, philosophical form of cognitive-behavior therapy (CBT), or more precisely, a variant (or philosophically evolved version) of Albert Ellis's Rational-Emotive Behavior Therapy (REBT). LBT shares with REBT: (a) the hypothesis that many (though not all) behavioral and emotional problems (troubles, disturbances) are rooted in irrational thinking, (b) a belief in the positive correlation of rational thought and health and happiness, (c) a strong alliance with empirical science, (d) the provision of instructive measures relative to the identification and avoidance of fallacies (i.e., errors in reasoning), (e) a belief in willpower and the importance of partaking in willpower strengthening exercises, (f) the provision and encouragement of "homework assignments" (e.g., bibliotherapy, humor), emotive techniques (e.g., role playing, rational-emotive imagery), and behavioral techniques (e.g., relaxation protocols, self-monitoring), and (g) the same three-pronged concept of emotion, according to which emotions consist of cognitive, behavioral and physiological components. LBT differs from REBT in its explanation of emotions and behavior (i.e., LBT offers a justification-based versus a casual explanation), the increased magnitude of fallacies with which it works, and with respect to its provision of 'transcendent virtues' (i.e., a set of positive values in which to aspire in overcoming fallacies). In addition, LBT claims that emotion and behaviors are decisions (conclusions) and, in light of this, we are largely responsible for them. In this connection, we are also largely responsible for and capable of (in theory) addressing and overcoming unhealthy emotions and behaviors to live healthier, happier lives. Finally, I briefly discussed the five basic steps of LBT and offered specific examples of how these steps might be applied in a therapeutic setting. To review, the five steps of LBT are: (1) identify the client's emotions, (2) identify and/or find (if suppressed) the premises of the client's emotional reasoning, (3) refute any irrational premises, (4) find antidotes to the refuted premises, and (5) assign exercises aimed at strengthening willpower.
In section three I discussed the unique sort of participation with grief (or other matters of investigation) that the philosophical discipline affords one and why this sort of participation has therapeutic value. Specifically, in connection with the discussion provided in section one, I claimed that insofar as grief is a part of life (in the same way that loss is a part of life), then philosophy is well-suited for the journey. Further, I claimed that allowing reason to be one's guide (while not the only way to inquire about and study grief) is a particularly advantageous approach insofar as it grants its "investigators" a unique sort of relationship with grief-one that allows its participants the ability to "see and feel" grief (i.e., to grapple with the concept and the experience of grief) in ways that appeal to and increase one's objective and subjective understanding of it. In this way, philosophy has therapeutic value and obtains whether one desires to gain a better understanding of grief in general (e.g., grief studies, theories of grief), of one's own experience of grief (and ways in which to navigate its waters), or as applied in practical (or clinical) form-such as philosophical counseling-to assist others in their understanding of and dealings with grief. Next I offered various explanations of grief and discussed the particular definition to which my investigation appealed. In accord with Thomas Attig, I maintained that grief can be characterized as an active and choice-filled response, a relearning, and should be thought of in ways that respect the individuality of the bereaved and appreciate (but do not reinforce) feelings of helplessness. Finally, I explored how philosophy (and LBT) has helped me "actively respond" to the challenges of loss. In so doing, I provided two excerpts from a personal narrative written shortly after my father's passing, followed by a discussion outlining the steps of LBT applied to each of these excerpts. 27. This "split" is relative to Western philosophy. Roughly speaking, the analytic tradition, "started as a reaction to Kant's epistemology in the Vienna Circle, picked up its linguistic impetus through Wittgenstein, became strictly formulated by Logical Positivists and others, and continues today strongly in philosophy of mind, among other disciplines;" and, the continental tradition "started with German idealism, which was translated into phenomenology, reconstructed in existentialism, and is currently still in postmodernist 28. One can also look at historical and geographical contingencies. 29. For example, Stanley Rosen claims the names 'analytic' and 'continental' to be of "questionable value" because they "obscure the continental origins of analytical philosophy and also imply that continental thinkers do not engage in analytical thinking" 31. Cf. n29. 32. Humphries, "Analytic and Continental: The Division in Philosophy," 256. 33. Levy is careful to distinguish here the fact that not all work in analytic philosophy is realist. However, he claims, "analytic philosophy has a realist orientation. We might best express this by saying that the consensus in analytic philosophy is that the burden of proof is on those who would deny realism" (Levy, "Analytic and Continental Philosophy: Explaining the Differences," Metaphilosophy 34. 3 [2003] 290n3). Further, that analytic philosophy tends to be more "reductively materialist" does not mean that its practitioners must adopt views that are wholly reductive in character (i.e., reducing the whole to the sum of its parts).
34. Pascal Engel (paraphrased) as cited in Levy, "Analytic and Continental Philosophy: Explaining the Differences," 290.
35. Levy, "Analytic and Continental Philosophy: Explaining the Differences," 296. 38. Levy, "Analytic and Continental Philosophy: Explaining the Differences," 293.
77. Fraser, "What's Love Got to do with it?," 13-4. Fraser goes on to state: "Moreover, the role of logic as a corrective to faulty thinking also grounds it firmly in the realm of psychology, since logic is now understood as part of the representational framework that interacts with belief systems, emotion, and the world. (The scientific characterization of logic, the placing of logic on the same epistemological footing as psychology, also connects it intrinsically to the study of emotion and behavior). Thus, Cohen's LBT is not only consistent with the mandate linking logic to psychology, it reflects the central insights of philosophical naturalism" (14).
78. According to personal correspondence held with Dr. Elliot Cohen regarding this point: emotions (and behaviors) are like a musical composition, which can be broken into melody, harmony or rhythm etc., but the composition is not the same as the addition of these elements. Nevertheless, the trained listener can tune into any of these elements as they proceed. The trained LBT practitioner is a trained listener who can tune into the cognitive component of the client's emotions and help him/her to improve this aspect. When that happens, a new composition emerges, hopefully one that has less sour notes and more consonant rhythms.
79. All emotions include a rating dimension-negative (to be thought of here as 'unhealthy') and positive (to be thought of here as 'healthy'). Emotions can also have neutral ratings or ratings of indifference (e.g., apathy).
80. More often than not, rules are not explicitly articulated. Instead, they are suppressed components of one's reasoning.
81. According to LBT, all states of consciousness, including emotions, refer to objects outside of themselves. 'Outside' does not necessarily mean outside one's skin. There can be emotions about emotions (e.g., one can be upset about being upset-here the object of the emotion is that very emotion). 'Outside itself' is a somewhat unfortunate way of saying that emotions always have a referent. One might recall here, Edmund Husserl's claim: The essence of consciousness . . . is the so called intentionality. Consciousness is always conscious of something (paraphrased).
82. A report can also do its own rating (e.g., 'Those stupid masses of tangled wires caused me to trip'). By including in the report that the wires are 'stupid' you both describe and rate a perceived state of affairs. In such cases, the report is not purely factual or descriptive. Here, the object of emotion-i.e., going into deep financial debt as a result of irresponsible spending habits-is receiving its rating by way of the rule that one ought not go into debt in such a way and anyone who does is, by virtue of failing to meet that standard, a failure/worthless. P2 reflects the minor premise of one's emotional reasoning and consists of an affirmation of O relative to one's particular circumstances. C reflects the conclusion or emotion deduced from its premises (in this case, depression is a likely candidate).
84. For example, if you feel angry or anxious at time x, rarely do you work through your reasoning and try to uncover its premises in the heat of the moment or amidst the chaos; you just feel angry or anxious.
85. LBT also provides an operational definition of 'fallacy' wherein a fallacy is a mistake in reasoning that tends to frustrate personal and interpersonal happiness. In its aim to assist people overcome erroneous reasoning and attain happiness, LBT provides a list of fallacies ('Cardinal Fallacies) to which people commonly fall prey. The 'cardinal fallacies' consist of both fallacies of rating and reporting.
